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UNDERSTANDING CONTRACTS: THE GLUE
OF MODERN BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS
By Alice G. Gosfield
Gosfield & Associates, P.C.
Throughout the practice of anesthesiology, contracts define many of the
important relationships that feed the anesthesiologist’s business. Understanding
some of the common features of contracts
and how to manage them is important.
This article addresses fundamental issues
in many of the contracts that anesthesiologists will encounter in their business, and
draws on my varied experiences representing predominantly physician clients
in drafting and negotiating contracts. The
purpose is to provide a simple tutorial on
the meaning of common contract provisions, and not to focus explicitly on any
one type of contract. At the conclusion,
how an experienced health care lawyer can
enhance a contract should be apparent.

WHAT DO CONTRACTS DO?
Contracts provide the foundation on
which the parties forge their interactions.
The fundamental value of a contract is to
make sure that the parties to the transaction have a “meeting of the minds.” This
means that they see the transaction the
same way. Without imputing meanings to
vague language or assuming that terms
mean something, the contract should be so
clear that if none of the parties who are
involved in negotiating it is around to
interpret it later, it will be crystal clear as to
what was intended. Still, there is a balance
between appropriate detail and appropriate flexibility.
Typical contracts in an anesthesia
practice will include those for employment of physicians and others;
shareholders agreements including buysell agreements; an exclusive contract with
the hospital or ambulatory surgery center;
insurance policies for professional liabili-

ty, general liability and health insurance;
vendor contracts for software, billing, or
electronic health records; and managed
care and other insurance participation
agreements.
Unfortunately, many physicians generally consider contracts to be an
unnecessary formality. They don’t read
those that they sign, and often ask whether
a contract can be shorter. Managers often
share these views and consider a lawyer’s
review an unnecessary expense. Ironically,
when they are seeking to use a contract—
both managers and physicians—they will
ask their attorney if they can be sure the

contract is “iron-clad.” Nothing in the law
is iron-clad; and a contract is only as strong
as the will of the parties to comply with it.
The mere fact that a document says that
something should be done does not mean
that the terms of the contract will be fulfilled. Who has the will to enforce is the
real test of a contract’s terms. In the best
circumstances, there is no need to test the
clarity of the document because the relationship goes smoothly. A good contract,
though, is written to anticipate things
going wrong.
Many physicians and managers also
assume that the “boilerplate” provisions
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which typically appear at the end of the
contract pertaining to notice, amendment, severability of provisions, choice of
law and the like are essentially meaningless. While these provisions rarely get
called into play, when something goes
wrong, these very basic clauses can prove
fatal to the expectations and desires of the
physicians.

DUE DILIGENCE
For every contract an anesthesia practice enters into, they should conduct a due
diligence to know who the contract partner is in the business world. This can be
determined by Googling the company to
find news stories on it (or using other
search engines) or also by consulting Dun
and Bradstreet, which for a fee, will provide a credit report on the company. If
you find that they don’t pay their bills or
otherwise are engaged in litigation over
their or others’ business practices, you
may want to think twice about doing business with them.
In the new world of fraud and abuse,
it is important to determine whether the
party you are doing business with, even if
this is not over Medicare or federal program issues, has been excluded from
participation in federal programs. Both
the Office of the Inspector General1 and
the General Services Administration2 list
excluded and debarred parties. It is also
useful to ask for references, whether for
employment purposes or business activities. You should ask vendors for the names
of clients who have terminated their relationships and not just the ones that the
vendor seeks to give you.
For certain kinds of entities with
which an anesthesia practice might contract, there are other specific types of due
diligence that might be relevant. For
example, in contracting with an insurance
company, it would be important to know
their financial rating and financial stability. This can often be found at the State
Department of Insurance. In determining
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whether to enter into a contract with a
managed care organization, whether they
are accredited by the National Committee
for Quality Assurance or some other
organization, the level of their accreditation, whether they pay claims timely or
have paid fines for failure to pay claims
appropriately could be relevant to the
decision as to whether to participate.
Where the transaction involves entrepreneurs who are developing an ambulatory
surgery center (CASC) in which the anesthesiologists might invest, for example,
seeking out their track record in engaging
in these activities elsewhere or any other
business activities in which they have been
involved will also be important.

COMMON CONTRACT PROVISIONS
The critical question to ask about any
contract under consideration is, “How will
we know if there is a breach?” In addition
to setting forth the meeting of the minds,
the contract should make it clear when
performance has not been adequate. The
duties and the obligations of the parties
should be clear and appropriately detailed
to meet this need. This means that with
regard to management or billing contracts, for example, you will want written
into the contract benchmarks of performance (e.g., aging of accounts receivable,
timeliness of claims submission). The
issue of breach relates directly to the
necessity for the termination clauses to be
clear. How one terminates and the consequences of termination are among the
most essential aspects of any contract.
Obviously, as noted above, the most
critical provisions in a contract are the
duties and obligations of the respective
parties. Language ought to be directive
where there is an obligation the failure of
which would cause breach. Therefore, use
of clear contract language such as “shall”
rather than “should” or “may” can prevent
ambiguities. The following discussion
addresses the typical provisions one
would find in any kind of contract.
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(1) TERM
Some contracts are governed by
“evergreen” clauses, which means they
have no termination date. This is unusual
but not unheard of. Generally, the first
decision to be made in a contract is
whether it will expire and have to be renegotiated or it will automatically renew. A
contract which requires renegotiation
gives an opportunity to gain more favorable terms at the time of negotiation, but
also can thwart the ability of the parties to
move forward if they disagree in their perception of the relationship.

(2) REPRESENTATIONS
Any contract with terms that one
party “represents” or “warrants” is creating
a different kind of obligation from a simple duty. Representations and warranties
are statements that are made by one party
to the other to induce them to enter into
the contract. Consequently, to the extent
that there is any fraud or misstatement in
a representation, the remedies are not
simply the typical remedy of receiving the
value of what the injured party should
have gotten in the first place, but can
include punitive damages. Typical issues
on which anesthesiologists will find themselves making representations are that
they are licensed; they are board certified;
they are not a “sanctioned person” under
the Social Security Act; they have no outstanding malpractice claims against them
except for those listed in an exhibit.
Even if a representation is only technically untrue, problems can arise. For
example, in a typical managed care contract, a group practice will represent that
all of its physicians are duly licensed under
state law. If one of the physicians is on an
extended six-week vacation and has not
renewed his license which lapsed during
that vacation, technically he was not
licensed when the agreement was signed.
At some point if something were to go
Continued on page 10
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wrong, the breach of that representation
could lead to damages far broader than
plain contract damages. Consequently, in
any instance when a contract has these
terms, the anesthesiologists should review
those provisions in exquisite detail and
renegotiate anything which cannot be
stated with absolute certainty.

(3) INDEMNIFICATIONS
An indemnification is an agreement
between the parties that one party will
make the other whole if that party gets sued
on account of something the indemnifying
party has done. For example, it is quite
common in hospital anesthesia group
practice agreements to see the anesthesiologists agreeing to indemnify the hospital
for their malpractice. The critical issue
with regard to indemnifications is the
scope of the protection for the other party
and whether there is insurance coverage for
this. Most insurance policies explicitly
exclude coverage for “contracted for liability” which is the agreement to indemnify. In
their malpractice insurance policy, physi-

cians are covered for malpractice, so agreeing to indemnify for malpractice does not
raise an issue since that is what the contract
of insurance is for. But if a physician agrees
to a clause that goes beyond professional
liabilities to any liabilities that arise out of
the relationship, he will not be covered for
that under professional liability insurance.
In most states there is also a court
made “common law right of contribution”
which means that a court may impose liability on one party when his actions caused
damages for the other party. In other
words, if your billing company erred in the
way they submitted claims so that the practice incurred additional expenses in being
paid or lost revenues because of the timeliness of the improper claims submission,
you might sue under the common law right
of contribution. If the agreement, however, specifies that the billing company
cannot be held liable for any consequential
damages or damages other than the cost of
the services they were paid for, this common law (court made) right will be lost
since there is a negotiated, different provi-

sion in the agreement itself.
The other practical matter associated
with indemnification clauses is that they are
usually linked to a hold-harmless provision
which says that the anesthesiologist will pay
for any “damages, losses, costs, liabilities or
claims (including reasonable attorney’s
fees)” that their contract partner experiences as a result of the anesthesiologists’
relationship with them. Where insurance
excludes contracted for liability, this also
excludes the attorneys’ fees or other expenses, such as those of an accountant, that may
be necessary in a dispute raised by a third
party. Physicians should understand that
the scope of the indemnification can leave
them with additional expenses that would
have to be paid out of pocket. This also
relates to whether defense costs for claims
are part of the insurance limits; in other
words, in some liability insurance contracts,
the cost of the lawyers is counted against the
money available under the contract to cover
the actual damages that might ultimately be
determined.

(4) RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS,
NON-SOLICITATION AND
CONFIDENTIALITY
Many agreements are intended to circumscribe the behavior of the parties to the
extent that the business interests of one
party might disadvantage the other. A typical example of this is a restrictive covenant
that operates during the term of the agreement so that, for example, your contract
partner cannot enter into a competitive
business during the term of the agreement.
For certain kinds of arrangements, typically
in an employment contract, for example,
the restrictive covenant extends beyond the
termination of the agreement, and is
enforceable not just by damages but by an
injunction forcing the other side to stop its
competitive behavior.
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The enforceability of restrictive
covenants is controlled by state law. In
some states, such as California and
Tennessee, the enforceability of an employment restrictive covenant against physicians
is extremely limited. But these types of
clauses can arise in a wide range of business
activities. For example, in an ASC joint venture, a competing investment might be
precluded even post-termination. A management services contract might preclude
the practice from going into the same type
of business post termination. In states
where restrictive covenants are enforceable,
there are several critical issues: (1) are they
supported by adequate consideration; (2) is
the duration that they are in effect reasonable; and (3) is the geographic scope
reasonable?
The issue of consideration arises usually with the introduction of a restrictive
covenant after the relationship already
exists. For example, if a physician is
employed in a practice and the old employment contract terminates, his new contract
might include a restrictive covenant which
didn’t exist before. It would have to be supported
by
adequate
additional
consideration. In some states case law holds
that continued employment is sufficient to
support the restrictive covenant. In other
states, actual dollars or quantifiable benefits
have to be paid to support the enforceability of the restrictive covenant. Failure of
adequate consideration will mean the
covenant cannot be enforced.
The geographic scope and length of
time of the restrictions have to be reasonable. Usually these provisions are combined
with a clause that says that if a court finds
that they are unreasonable as drafted, the
court should reform them so that they can
be enforced. In the absence of that clause, if
the preclusion of activity is deemed too
broad in its scope, it will fail completely.
Liquidated damages are sometimes
used in addition to or instead of an injunction and other contract remedies.
Liquidated damages are a statement in
advance of what the damages are for breech
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(e.g. $100,000). Liquidated damages are
generally available only when the quantification of actual damages would be difficult
to calculate. Liquidated damages cannot be
used as a penalty but rather are intended to
make the practice whole when a party
breaches the restrictive covenant. Some
view these clauses as permitting the party
breaching to buy his way out of the restrictive covenant.
Related restrictions that also frequently
survive the termination of the agreement
are anti-solicitation clauses which can pertain both to employees in the practice or
business sources to the practice or joint venture, for example. If a former employee can
take staff with him or her, this can be seriously threatening to the employer.
Consequently, not soliciting those individuals to leave is also often addressed and made
punishable by an injunction. Not soliciting
sources of business to the practice, including patients, hospitals where contracts are
in place, ambulatory surgery centers or any
other sources of business are also frequently included. Because of the potential impact
of these clauses, from the other side of the
table, it is important to request a representation that your contract partner is not in
breach of someone else’s restrictive
covenant when they enter into a transaction
with you.
The third type of protection of this
nature is a confidentiality provision that
deals with business confidentiality rather
than protected health information or
patient health information. There are many
aspects of the information that contribute
to the vitality of an anesthesia practice
which should be protected including not
only the identity of patients, but the characteristics of the practice, sources of business,
contract terms for agreements that were in
place during the time that the restricted
person is in business with the practice, fee
schedules, managed care contracts and the
like. Because of increasing commerce in
data in healthcare, physician practices
should seek to safeguard their ownership
of their data as much as possible.3
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(5) TERMINATION
Some contracts are terminable without cause, for any reason or no reason, by
either party. This gives both parties flexibility but little security. Some contracts
are terminable without cause, but they
may have longer notice provisions because
of the impact of termination on the other
party. For example, in an anesthesiologist’s employment contract, if the
physician can terminate without cause on
short notice, the group has to replace him
and get his replacement credentialed with
payors; and, in the meantime, the remaining physicians have to bear the burden of
an increased workload or the expense of a
locum tenens. Therefore, to terminate
without cause often requires six months
notice. Some contracts are terminable
without cause but only at a specified time
before the annual renewal date.
Some contracts are terminable for
breach with no other causes specified.
Other contracts that are terminable for
cause often will list the causes, such as failure to pay, loss of a license, or the other
party becoming a “sanctioned person”
under the fraud and abuse laws. Even
Continued on page 12
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where causes are specified beyond a
breach, the notice provisions may vary.
For some causes, the termination may be
“automatic.” Unfortunately, there are few
relationships where automatic termination
is easily implemented. Immediate termination upon notice is sometimes a better way
to go. The next question is whether to offer
an opportunity to cure, and if so for how
long. A period of time (e.g., 30 days) to tell
the other party to fix the problem is usually fair and gives the parties some
opportunity to repair mistakes.

the physicians to continue to treat patients
until transfer to other physicians can be
effected. Although in surgical anesthesia
this is not much of a problem, it can be
very significant where pain management
is at issue. A bad termination clause says
that the group must continue to serve
patients until the plan terminates its relationship with any payor with which it had
an arrangement during the time the physicians were treating patients. This is
essentially an undefined obligation.

(6) POST-TERMINATION
OBLIGATIONS
A critical issue is what obligations survive termination because without specific
recognition in the contract once the agreement has terminated neither party has any
duty to the other. Obviously, the confidentiality of the information exchanged
between the parties should remain confidential even after the parties have gone
their separate ways. Restrictive covenants,
non-solicitation of sources of business or
of employees to leave and work elsewhere
are often written to remain in effect even
when the agreement has terminated. In
addition, how to handle accrued money
owed, including accounts receivable,
accrued dividends or managed care withholds and the timeliness within which the
obligations are completed should also be
stated. The parties will often need access
to data post-termination for litigation or
other legitimate reasons.
For managed care contracts, the
physicians may be obligated to continue to
treat patients for some period of time.
When the period is the hospitalization of
the patient at the point of termination,
this obligation is no different from the
professional obligation not to abandon
the patient. Some contracts will require

(7) AMENDMENTS
Of course amendments should only
be effective if they are in writing and
signed by both parties. It is important to
understand, though, that “side letters” that
are not treated as amendments will not
have any value. For example, in negotiating a managed care contract on behalf of a
physician group, I once found myself in a
circumstance where the managed care
plan was recalcitrant and difficult. They
waited until that moment in their contracting lives when the government was
going to come in to review their Medicare

qualification and they needed signed
provider contracts. My clients had been
negotiating unsuccessfully for some
months. The plan asked my clients to sign
their contract, even though they would
enter into a “side letter” which said that
the contract would be renegotiated in the
immediate future. On my advice, the
clients refused to sign that and insisted
that they sign a formal amendment that
said “This amendment vitiates all of the
terms in the Agreement.” The plan would
have its contract to show to the government surveyors while my clients had
agreed to nothing. Without entering into
this amendment, the clause in the contract
which said “This Agreement supercedes all
other understandings between the parties
whether oral or written” would have made
the proposed side letter meaningless.
Sometimes the contract will say an
amendment may be unilateral if the
change is required by statute or regulation.
Occasionally disputes arise over whether
the amendment is required. Under those
circumstances, the physicians may want to
consider requiring arbitration as to
whether the law requires the amendment.
Sometimes the contract will say it may be
amended unilaterally and the other party
has an opportunity to object. If the nonamending party does object, the amending
party has the right to terminate thereafter.
In contrast, some contracts say there may
be a unilateral amendment but if the other
party accepts any money subsequent to the
effective date of the amendment, it is
deemed to have accepted the amendment.
Yet another version of the unilateral
amendment clause says that one party may
unilaterally amend unless the other party
objects in which case the agreement goes
on as if there were no amendment. This is,
essentially, a “no harm in trying” clause.
Continued on page 14
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(8) INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE

seeking to come in when the other group
has been terminated, you would want
their contract to offer a post-termination
appeals mechanism. This issue is rarely
addressed in contracts but should be.

Often, a range of documents will be
incorporated by reference into the contract. For example, in a managed care
contract, these could include provider
manuals, grievance programs, or their utilization and quality assurance programs.
In certain vendor contracts the proposal
by which the vendor won the right to contract may be incorporated by reference.
When documents are incorporated by reference, they become part of the contract
itself. They should all be reviewed before
signing. Which document (the contract or
a manual) takes precedence in case of conflict between their terms should be stated.
In addition, the issue as to how these documents which are external to the contract
get amended has to be addressed as well.

(10) WAIVER OF BREACH

(9) DISPUTE RESOLUTION
In the absence of a specified dispute
resolution process, if the parties disagree,
the only recourse will be to go to court or
negotiate a resolution. As a result, it is
often useful to incorporate a dispute resolution mechanism into the contract.
There are various approaches to this issue.
In mediation a facilitator helps the parties
through the divorce. Sometimes it is used
before arbitration, but sometimes it stands
on its own. Arbitration is a formal hearing
which takes place in private. It is usually
faster to get to the arbitration, but it can be
just as long and tedious as a trial. It is
equally as adversarial, although the powers
of the arbitrator are not as extensive as
those of a judge. For example, an arbitrator may not be able to compel a witness to
appear, and may not have subpoena
power. Sometimes under state laws, for
example California, there are specific provisions which must be adopted in a
contract if arbitration is going to be used.

Judicial review is always a recourse, but
another option is to create a specific internal mechanism appropriate only to this
contract. Sometimes this is useful in hospital/anesthesia group disputes.
To the extent that an appeals process
is made available, it is important to be
clear as to whether the appeals are available on a pre or post-termination basis.
For example, if in a contract between an
anesthesia practice and a hospital there is
an appeal to an ad hoc board of review
when the administrator decides to terminate, but the appeal is triggered
pre-termination, the agreement continues
in place until the appeals process has been
completed. If appeals are available only
post-termination, the agreement terminates and then the parties fight.
Depending on where the anesthesia group
is in these circumstances, pre and post-termination appeals can be viewed
differently. If yours is the anesthesia group

This clause generally states that the
failure by one party to object to a breach by
the other does not mean that the objection
has been waived in the future. This can be
very important. I was once involved in a
dispute between a major health and welfare fund and a managed care payor which
had breached its agreement. Because the
contract had been negotiated and drafted
by non-lawyers who did not make sure
that all the relevant boilerplate provisions
were inserted, there was no waiver of
breach provision. As a result, because the
plan had breached earlier, and the health
and welfare fund had not objected, the
court found that they had no right to raise
the objection subsequently and they lost all
remedy that might otherwise have been
available under the agreement.

(11) NOTICE PROVISIONS
Notice provisions are critical when
one party needs to inform the other in a
formal manner. In years past, notice provisions usually provided for a letter
deposited in a mailbox with the assumption of delivery, in some instances, three
days after the postmark. Everyone has had
the experience of mail not being delivered
within three days. This type of notice is
not a recommended approach. Other typical options are overnight service delivery
with a receipt or certified return receipt.
Some contracts permit facsimile notification. I do not like this approach since even
though the machine may have received the
document, there is absolutely no guarantee
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that a person has received the document.
Hand delivery with a receipt is fine; and
email notification can also be legitimate,
although it is somewhat less certain than
one of the hardcopy forms of notice. A
more significant problem which occurs
repeatedly in my practice is the failure of
the parties to complete the notice provisions. This makes it very difficult to fulfill
the obligations under the agreement. A
basic issue before signing any contract is to
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make sure all the blanks are filled in—all of
them—and all the Exhibits are attached.

CONCLUSION
Modern business relationships use
contracts for certainty and order. Some
are negotiable in certain respects. Some
are not. A solid understanding of the
nature of the contractual agreements is
important. Because of the legal technicalities of overlooked contract provisions,
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review by a lawyer is advisable.
Anesthesiologists and their managers
ought to read and understand not just the
essential business transaction, but the
totality of their circumstances.
1 http://exlcusions.oig.hhs.gov/search.html
2 http://epls.arnet.gov/servlet/EPLSReportMain/L
3 See Shay, “Commerce in Provider Data: What,
Why and Provider Contractual Control”,
HEALTH LAW HANDBOOK, (2005) pp. 285-325
http://www.gosfield.com/PDF/DFS%20Chapter%
20for%20PDF.pdf

Coding Corner

TOP 5 CODING ISSUES
As the billing and practice management
service for pain practices across the
country, our coding staff has the opportunity to review documentation and
billing charges for a wide range of
clients. Over the years, they have developed a list of the top five key issues that
we regularly discuss with new clients.
The following topics are typically the
issues that require the most clarification
and review:

done at the request of a referring physician, (unless it is a patient-generated
confirmatory consultation) and the
consultant prepares a report of his/her
findings, which are provided to the
referring physician for the referring
physician’s use in treatment of the
patient. When the physician transfers
the responsibility for the treatment to
the receiving physician at the time of
referral in writing or verbally (i.e., a
request to evaluate and treat), the
receiving physician may not bill a consultation. He or she bills a visit.”

Indicate medial branch blocks per
level of branch being treated,
rather than per nerve. The CPT
Assistant has clarified that the facet
injection codes (64470-64476) are
reported once when the injection procedure is performed, irrespective of
whether a single or multiple puncture is
required to anesthetize the target joint at
a given level and side. Therefore, two
separate injections of the left L3 & L4
medial branch nerves would only be
coded as 64475 (level L3-L4). *This rule
does not pertain to medial branch
destruction, which is billed per nerve.

Do not indicate E&M codes for
established patients (9921199215) when a procedure is also
performed, unless the E&M is for an
unrelated condition. A history and
physical examination performed for a
scheduled procedure on an established
patient to confirm the appropriateness
of proceeding with the treatment does
not qualify for separate E&M billing.
The concept here is that the evaluation
is inclusive of the procedure.

Do not indicate consultation
codes (99241-99245) for patients
that were referred for treatment.
According to the MCM: “A consultation
is distinguished from a visit because it is

Be careful when indicating follow-up inpatient consult codes
(99261-99263). These codes are only
used to complete the initial consultation, (i.e., when it was necessary to wait

1

2

3

4

for test results) OR for subsequent consultative visits requested by the attending
physician. Once treatment has been initiated at the initial consultation,
participation thereafter in the patient’s
management should be billed with the
codes for subsequent hospital care
(99231-99233).
Be careful when indicating hospital admit codes (99221-99223).
These codes are to be used by the admitting physician only to report the first
inpatient encounter. For initial inpatient
encounters by physicians other than the
admitting physician, use initial inpatient
consultation codes (99251-99255) or
subsequent hospital care codes (9923199233) as appropriate.
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